
MUMBAI: India’s stricken Jet Airways appeared to be
edging closer to collapse yesterday after lenders failed
to take a decision on whether to release crucial funds
to keep the debt-laden carrier flying. Thousands of
passengers have been stranded in recent days after the
airline, which has debts of more than $1 billion, can-
celled all international flights as it cannot pay its bills.
Jet CEO Vinay Dube said in an email to staff yesterday
that the cancellation of all international flights was
being extended to Thursday because an emergency
cash injection had not yet been made available. 

“As you are aware, we have been working with the
lenders to secure interim funding for our operations.
The interim funding has not been forthcoming thus
far...” he wrote. Dube added that the board of Jet would
meet on Tuesday to discuss “the next steps forward”.
The airline has only seven jets left after dozens of oth-
ers were seized by creditors in recent weeks. Pilots,
engineers, and ground staff who have not been paid for
three months have said they will strike if the banks do
not inject emergency funds. They had planned to strike
from yesterday but postponed the action until after the
bankers’ meeting.

The State Bank of India-led lenders took control of
Jet last month, pledging to give $218 million of “imme-
diate funding support” as part of a debt resolution plan.
But most of the funds have not been released and Jet,
which is now operating a skeleton service, needs the
money desperately or could go bust within days, Indian
media reports say. The lenders met for several hours
yesterday but failed to agree on how to proceed. SBI
said in a statement that “necessary support to facilitate
the (debt resolution) process is being extended by the
banks in the consortium”. “Cooperation by and support
from all the other stakeholders will be the key to the
success of the process,” it added.

Jet has been in a tailspin for months. All of its inter-
national flights have been suspended since late
Thursday, with Europe and North America particularly
badly hit. Hundreds of staff protested in New Delhi and
Mumbai over the weekend demanding to be paid and
calling for the company to be rescued. The Mumbai-
based firm has defaulted on loans and repeatedly failed
to pay staff and lessors in recent months.

The SBI-led consortium is trying to find a buyer for
Jet, which was until recently India’s second-biggest air-

line by market share. A deadline passed Friday for
prospective bidders to express an interest in acquiring
a 75 percent stake in the carrier. Etihad Airways, which

owns a 24 percent stake, has submitted an expression
of interest to buy a controlling stake of up to 75 per-
cent, according to media reports. — AFP 
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MUMBAI: India’s Jet Airways pilots gather at its head office in Mumbai yesterday. —AFP

UK fears Brexit 
could hurt global
hunt for new
BoE governor
WASHINGTON: British finance minister
Philip Hammond has fired the starting gun for
the race to succeed Bank of England
Governor Mark Carney, but concerns about
Brexit may keep some potential contestants
on the sidelines.

Britain is unusual in throwing open the
invitation to run its central bank to candidates
from around the world. Yet Carney’s tenure -
the first for a foreigner at the BoE - has been
seen as a success for the country’s financial

diplomacy, and the government is keen to
promote what it calls a “global Britain” after
the country leaves the European Union.

The chances are high that the Canadian’s
successor was somewhere among the thou-

sands of delegates at the International
Monetary Fund’s half-yearly meeting last
week, where Hammond told media the
process for finding a new governor was “get-
ting underway”.

Attendees included all four of the BoE’s
current deputy governors, the head of
Britain’s market regulator as well as central
bankers, academics and other policymakers
from across the globe.

The role becomes vacant on Feb. 1 next
year when Carney leaves after over six years
on the job. This followed five years as gover-
nor of the Bank of Canada - during which he
was courted by Hammond’s predecessor,
George Osborne, when they met at interna-
tional meetings in 2012.

But the next BoE governor will have to
reckon with a sharply divided political back-
drop on top of the obvious challenges that
Brexit poses as regards short-term growth
and longer-term regulatory relations with
the EU. — Reuters
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Rusal invests in 
US aluminum 
mill after 
sanctions lifted
MOSCOW: Russian aluminum giant
Rusal yesterday announced plans for its
first investment in the United States since
sanctions against the company were lifted.

The US sanctions, which targeted oli-
garchs close to Russian President Vladimir
Putin, were imposed on Rusal last year and
only removed in January after owner Oleg
Deripaska divested and resigned his seat
on the board. Rusal yesterday said it would
partner with US manufacturer Braidy
Industries Inc “to establish a joint project

in Ashland, Kentucky, USA to produce flat
rolled aluminum products for the US auto-
motive industry”. The factory “will be the
widest US-based cold rolling mill” and
“will aid towards rebalancing the anticipat-
ed deficit of the auto body sheet in the US
market,” Rusal said in a statement.

Rusal, the world’s largest aluminum
maker outside of China, will hold a 40 per-
cent share in the project and be the exclu-
sive supplier to the factory.  It will there-
fore be subject to the 10 percent tariff on
aluminum imports announced by US
President Donald Trump last year.

Rusal will initially invest $200 million in
the $1.7 billion project, executives of both
companies told S&P Global Platts. The
company took a hit last year when Russian
billionaire Deripaska was included the US
Treasury’s sanctions which sought to pun-
ish Putin’s inner circle for Moscow’s
alleged interference in the politics of
Western democracies. — AFP


